
















I want 

nouns!

Adjectives,  
please!

Prepositions 
for me!

I eat 
pronouns!

to	forget	

he	

to	understand	

a	gadget	

to	knit	

chess	

they	

to	leave	

a	life	

happiness	

to	live		

a	subject		

our	

to	support	

• Feed each monster with their favourite food! over	

scared	

to	travel	

freezing	

never	

carefully	

a	trip	

between	

well	

we	

to	answer	

an	orca	

shocked		

sometimes	

until	

to	ask		

expensive	

in	front	of	

loudly	

silly	

big	

suddenly	

opposite	

behind	

late	

into	

friendly	

fast	

along	

slowly	

@mafriesto

I prefer 
verbs!

I’d like some 
adverbs!












@mafriesto

• Follow the formulas to make sentences:

pronoun	+	verb	+	preposition	+	adjective	+	noun	
_________________________________________________________________________	

adjective	+	noun	+	verb	+	noun	+	AND	+	noun	
_________________________________________________________________________	

noun	+	verb	(not)	+	noun	+	preposition	+	noun	
_________________________________________________________________________	

noun	_+	AND	+	noun	+	adverb	+	verb	+	noun	
_________________________________________________________________________	
pronoun	+	adverb	+	verb	+	noun	+	BUT	+	pronoun	+	verb	(not)	+	noun	

__________________________________________________________________________	
adverb,	+	noun_+	AND	+	noun	+	verb	+	noun	

__________________________________________________________________________	
adverb,	+	pronoun	+	verb	+	adjective,	adjective	+	AND	+	adjective	+noun	

__________________________________________________________________________	
adverb,	+	adjective	+	noun	+	verb	+	adjective	+	AND	+	adjective	+noun	

__________________________________________________________________________	









__________________________________?
__________________________________?
__________________________________?
__________________________________?

__________________________________?
__________________________________?
__________________________________?

__________________________________?
__________________________________?


___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________ 
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________ 
___________________________________

___________________________________ 
___________________________________ @mafriesto

do		 	 they		to	 	the	cupboard		 on	holiday	 	 hiking		 	 for	a	walk	 	
the	lizard		 went		 cool			 over	 	 met	 	 cleaning		 sunbathing		
went		 I	 pastry		 				above	 	am	 	 the	laptop			 fast	 	 but	 	
my	cousin	 	 	you			 isn’t		 	 teach		 and	 	 did	 	 the	wand		 	
slowly	 	 intelligent	 	 really		 wants	 	 their	 	 to	 suddenly	
	 where	 	 	is		 go		 aren't	 	 is		 never		 people	 	 has	 	
I	 	is		 often		 don’t		 are		 have		 centaurs		 	 do	 rarely			 	
the	zombie		 hooves	 wizards	 	 her	room	 		 your	brother		 	 the	
pool	 myself	 	 	behind		 thirsty	 	 drink			 under		 	into	 	
large			 why	 	 were		 	 she	 	 every	day	 	 don’t			 isn’t	 	 	
teachers		 ate	 	 you		 	 likes	 	 	helped	 	 like	 	 	found	 	
very	 	 	the	desk		 	 looking	for		 any	 	 meat			 music		 	
some		 where	 	 	hungry	 	 	dolphins	 no	 		all		 	 some		
elephants		 does			 school		 	 so	 can’t			 doctors	 	 too	 	 	 	
a	book		 does			 students		 	 the	girl		 who	 	 	 didn’t		 weren’t	

	 was			 yesterday	 	 in	the	winters	 	 always

make sentences: 









@mafriesto

1. Do _______________have__________________________? 

2. Can ____________________________________________? 

3. _______________________ snorkelling __________________. 

4. _________________________ between _________________. 

5. __________ didn’t _________________________________. 

6. __________ weren’t ________________ but _________________. 

7. Don’t ________________________________________________! 

8. What do ____________ never _________________________? 

9. There are _____________________ in Antarctica. 

10. Do you remember ________________________________________. 

11. _____________ no ___________ behind _______________________. 

12. _________ isn’t _____________________________ in the lab. 

13. ________ couldn’t _____________________________________. 

14. Does ______________________________________________? 

15. _______________________________________________ in the ocean.  

16. Unfortunately, _____________________________________________. 

17. ________________ sometimes ________________________________. 

18. Where ____________________________________________________? 

19. Is he ____________________ or _______________________________? 

20. Suddenly, _________________________________________________. 

complete the  sentences:
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What are they saying?


